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Film evening 
 

The function for May will be a screening of two films, 

Ochre and Ink and Robert Fortune the Tea Thief. 

OCHRE AND INK, 2011, 27 min 

OCHRE AND INK tells the extraordinary 

story of artist Zhou Xiaoping and his 
inspiring 23 year collaboration with 
Indigenous artists in the Maningrida area in 

the heart of Arnhem Land, Northern 
Territory. A film by James Bradley, with co-

producer Rachel Clements. 

 

ROBERT FORTUNE THE TEA THIEF, 

2002, 52 min 

Behind the story of a simple cup of tea 
is a tale of espionage and intrigue 
captured in a documentary by 

Melbourne filmmaker Diane 
Perelsztein. The cup that cheers has a 
complex, often dark history. The story 

of tea is a tale of politics, economics 
and spirituality, of espionage, art and the drug trade.  

The screening will be held on Thursday 13 May in the 

Catchpole Room at the Southern Cross Club, Jamison. 

The films will begin at 7.30pm and, as always, members 

may meet for dinner in the bistro from 6.00. Please book 

for the talk and the dinner by emailing 

acfsevent@gmail.com by 10 May. 

 

 

Yum Cha lunch 
 

In June escape winter by joining for a yum cha lunch at 
Yum Cha CBD, 32 West Row, Civic, on Sunday 20 June at 

12.00. A menu costing $30 will be arranged. We are 
hoping that Minister Counsellor Song Yanqun will be able 
to join us so members can welcome him to Canberra. 

Please book by emailing acfsevent@gmail.com by 17 
June. 

 

 

ANU Classical Chinese Music Ensemble 

The ANU Classical Chinese Music Ensemble will perform for the City Renewal 

Authority's Lunchbox Acoustic program. 

Performances will be on the third Monday of each month until June in City Walk, near 

the Carousel, from 12.00 to 1.20pm. (May 17 and June 21) 

Fast facts from the Beijing 

Review, May 2021 

 

▪ April 20 is the UN Chinese 

Language Day.  The date was 

chosen in tribute to Cangjie, the 

legendary man credited with 

inventing Chinese characters.  

This year’s theme was 

“Highlighting Pictographs”; 

pictographs are the origin of 

Chinese characters.  In 2010 the 

UN instituted language days for 

each of the UN’s six official 

languages, Arabic, Chinese, 

English, French, Russian and 

Spanish. 

▪ A recent survey found that 92% 

of parents expect schools to have 

safe and rewarding after-school 

programs.  73% favoured 

tutoring and Q&A activities.  70% 

hoped teachers could help 

students with their homework, 

56% expected their children to 

pursue hobbies and 50% wanted 

sporting activates to be offered. 

▪ Chinese researchers have 

completed an assessment of 

potential thaw settlement 

hazards in the permafrost 

regions of the Qinghao−Tibet 

Plateau.  More than 40% of the 

region faces a medium to high 

risk of settlement.  Thaw 

settlement occurs when ice melts 

and drains away, reducing the 

volume and leading to settling 

and potential instability of the 

land. 

▪ The share of coal in China’s 

energy mix is expected be less 

the 56% in 2021.It was 56.8%in 

2020 and 57.7% in 2019. 
 

Thanks to Neil Birch for 

compiling these. 
 

https://www.roninfilms.com.au/video/0/0/6500.html?words=ochre&searchby=details
https://www.roninfilms.com.au/video/0/0/466.html?words=robert+fortune&searchby=details
mailto:acfsevent@gmail.com
mailto:acfsevent@gmail.com
https://www.roninfilms.com.au/video/0/0/6500.html?words=ochre&searchby=details
https://www.roninfilms.com.au/video/0/0/466.html?words=robert+fortune&searchby=details
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ANU China in the World Centre Events  

Pierre Ryckmans: Artist and Art Historian 

Claire Roberts, Tuesday 11 May, 4:30pm (zoom) 

This talk will focus on Ryckmans’ contribution to intercultural 

communication through his study and practice of art, particularly in the 

context of Australia where he lived for nearly fifty years, based in 

Canberra. 

 

ANU China Seminar Series — Ecological Civilization and Rural 

Vitalization: China’s Strategy amid the Global Crises 

WEN Tiejun, Thursday 20 May, 4pm (zoom) 

Rural China has always played a role of “social stabilizer” along the 

path for industrialization and financialization in crises. This talk 

considers China’s key strategies for rural reconstruction, explore 

networks of various rural reconstruction projects, and discuss their efficacy. 

 

To book for these events visit the Australian Centre on China in the World at 

ciw@anu.edu.au. 

 

Exhibition  

WEI LENG TAY “ABRIDGE” 

Curated by Olivier Krischer  

Verge Gallery, Sydney, 17 April - 22 May  

Abridge explores how one can think about images of a past in an 

uncertain present. This project began as a series of encounters with 

people who migrated from Southern China to Hong Kong in the 1960s-

2000s, building on the artist’s earlier project The Other Shore. 
 

 

 

Committee News - April 2021 meeting 

Your committee held its May meeting on a very wet and wild night – arriving 
at our venue, the ‘China Tea Club’ in North Lyneham through a spectacular 

electrical storm. 

I was running a little late, and the committee were generous to wait, so we 

started after the scheduled 6:30pm commencement time, but were able to 
cover the agenda items within the hour.  

Those who attended the talk by Greg Baines about his novella in April 2021 

reported on an enjoyable and informative night. Our next event, on 13 May, 
is a movie evening with two short movies − ‘Ochre and Ink’ and ‘Robert 

Fortune: the tea thief’. We hope that you can make it! 

Please keep an eye out for details about the Yum Cha meal in June at the 
‘CBD Restaurant’ in Civic. We enjoyed good meals there in the past, so 

certainly something to look forward to, as the weather gets colder. 

Our school’s coordinator, Amanda, has been busy contacting ACT schools to 

publicise the 2021 Panda Competition. We are already looking forward to 
seeing the entries later in the year – hoping for some great creativity and 
that this year’s theme ‘Traditional Chinese Games’ is a topic they enjoy 

exploring. 

https://anu.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3c446a766bcf0e9af8a8ea0e6&id=8c7f86b90c&e=8f3b5bdd52
https://anu.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3c446a766bcf0e9af8a8ea0e6&id=dccd5ebedb&e=8f3b5bdd52
https://anu.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3c446a766bcf0e9af8a8ea0e6&id=dccd5ebedb&e=8f3b5bdd52
https://anu.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3c446a766bcf0e9af8a8ea0e6&id=be03e61da2&e=8f3b5bdd52
https://anu.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3c446a766bcf0e9af8a8ea0e6&id=f7437c9a8a&e=8f3b5bdd52
https://anu.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3c446a766bcf0e9af8a8ea0e6&id=528636f6a3&e=8f3b5bdd52
https://anu.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3c446a766bcf0e9af8a8ea0e6&id=1397e83f69&e=8f3b5bdd52
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We applied for three grants, which were all due by late April 2021. One is to 

help in the funding of extra shields for two schools which would be new to 
the annual School Awards. The other two grants are to fund a new projector, 

microphone and stand. Hoping we are successful. 

Our meal post meeting was tasty and warming. I particularly enjoyed the 
eggplant with puffed beancurd dish. 

Wishing you all an enjoyable May 2021, perhaps spending some time 
sweeping up all those autumn leaves! 

Your Secretary, Tanja 

 

 

Talk by author Greg Baines 

 

Some twenty members gathered on Wednesday 14 April to hear author and 

member Greg Baines discuss his novella, The Nail House and his experiences 
living and working in China. He discussed Chinese attitudes to family, values, 

relationships and loyalty. 

Greg’s books are available from 
https://www.fishpond.com.au/Books/Nail-House-Gregory-

Baines/9781912054961 

He has copies on order and will let us know when they arrive. They will be 

signed and only $15.  

 
 

 

More book news 

 

Author and member Kris Boyapati advises that his book, Remembrance-A 

love story set in the woods of IIT Madras has climbed to #7 best seller on 

Amazon (in its category)! He writes ‘There are millions of books on Amazon 

and because the best seller rank can vary between #1 and more than a 

million, this is a super achievement. I never had any doubt that the book 

would be popular. But this rank, at this speed, has even taken me by 

surprise.’ 

 

Letter from Zhanjiang (& Beihai) – Roger Arnold 

Taking it to the streets 

One of the many things I’ve enjoyed over the years about living and 

travelling here in China is the convenience and opportunity provided by 

street vendors. Items I have purchased from such vendors vary incredibly 

and range from wonderfully fresh, tree ripened lychees to some brand-new 

yet much discounted New York Times Bestseller English language books. And 

then of course there are also services, including timely puncture repairs for 

inconveniently deflated bike tyres, a swift repair job on a running shoe, and 

new batteries fitted to lifeless wristwatches. 

https://www.fishpond.com.au/Books/Nail-House-Gregory-Baines/9781912054961
https://www.fishpond.com.au/Books/Nail-House-Gregory-Baines/9781912054961
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With China’s increasing prosperity over recent years and the desire by many 

city governments to improve the order and hygiene of city streets, street 

vendors had become an increasingly rare sight in many cities over the past 

decade or so. They had become frowned on by many local governments, with 

the even the most hardy and persistent of these vendors in most cities forced 

to find other venues to sell their wares or just work in the shadows. 

Indeed just under 2 years back some Australian friends who visited Beijing 

bemoaned the absence of the usual ‘footpath traders’ that they had been 

used to engaging in jovial trade with on many of their previous China visits. 

And, items that they had been looking forward to procuring so conveniently 

from such local vendors were nowhere to be seen. Similarly, many of the 

night-time street snack stalls that they often frequented to partake of some 

of the local speciality snacks and relaxed street-life were totally absent from 

their previous beats.  

But in May last year there was a dramatic U-turn in the official view of street 

vendors here in China. Chinese Premier Li Keqiang visited a street stall 

selling spicy chicken snacks in Shandong, and extoled the potential role of 

street vendors in 

stimulating local 

economies. 

“Street vendors 

and small 

businesses 

are…the sparks 

of humanity” 

and “the life 

force of China” 

he was heard to 

say. His informal 

speech 

encouraged 

cities to do a bit 

of a rethink and 

develop a “street 
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stall economy” as one way of 

boosting economic activity 

and prosperity in the 

aftermath of Covid-19 

interruptions to the country’s 

economy. 

Suddenly, street vendors 

were back in favour. By late 

May last year, street vendors 

were popping up thick and 

fast in many Chinese cities. 

Premier Li’s speech had a 

momentous effect; in some 

cities it was as if the flood 

gates had been opened and 

suddenly streets were awash 

with street vendors. Of course, the wonderfully energetic and entrepreneurial 

nature of many Chinese greatly facilitated this sudden shift – if people had a 

product, or idea of some snack food they’d been pondering and thinking 

about selling, they could now take it to the streets and try it out in a ready 

and willing street stall economy. 

Close to home here in Beihai where I live, the impact of Premier Li’s speech 

was played out before my very eyes every evening at the local seaside 

promenade located just a few minutes’ walk from our apartment. Up till then, 

this promenade had been a place for people to relax, play in the sand and 

take in views of often awesome sunsets across the Gulf of Beibu. But within a 

few short weeks after his speech, the promenade by evenings found itself 

morphing into a lively, bustling night market. Buskers and some open-air 

karaoke stands who started turning out to join the throng added extra 

energy and soundtracks to this local melange of commerce and 

entertainment. 

But it wasn’t just the 

vendors who rallied to the 

cause; many of these street 

fairs, night food markets 

and street handicraft 

bazaars that had sprang up 

faster than bamboo sprouts 

after warm spring rains 

really managed pull some 

copious crowds. Indeed, I 

was dumbfounded at the 

popularity of many of these 

pop-up markets as locals 

streamed outdoors in their 

multitudes to peruse and 

enjoy snacks, browse for 

bargains and/or discover 

some really clever local 

handcrafts. Clearly, people 

were more than ready to 
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head outside, hit the streets to enjoy the warm weather and make the most 

of the lifting of covid-19 lockdown measures. 

However, I’m sure unbridled proliferation of street vendors anywhere and 

everywhere around town was not the intention. So, not surprisingly, our local 

city government soon stepped in and put restrictions on where and when 

street vendors could operate. They quickly designated a number of streets 

where street vendors and night markets could operate, with appropriate 

supervision and, of course, arrangements for hygiene and trash disposal. 

To me, this has been a great outcome. Our tropical climate means Beihai 

enjoys warm, balmy evenings for most of the year. And, here it’s hard to 

beat a nonchalant evening stroll through the friendly revelry of one of the 

local bustling night markets spread-out along one of the sanctioned local side 

streets. Often as my wife and I do so, some wonderful lines of verse penned 

by a Chinese poet Wang Jiang (王建) back in the Tang Dynasty (618 – 907) 

echo in my mind: “At the night market, thousands of lamps light up the 

azure clouds / In tall mansions, crowds of guests and ladies throng …. Here, 

the flutes still play until dawn.” 

 
 

Book designer brings a centuries-old technique back to life 

By Qin Bin  ·  2021-04-19  ·   Beijing Review: NO.16 APRIL 22, 2021 

The only existing Tang Dynasty (618-907) book applying the Dragon Scale Binding technique, 

preserved in the Palace Museum (COURTESY PHOTO) 

With a cup of pu'er tea and a burning sandalwood incense stick on the desk, 
Zhang Xiaodong begins a day's work at his studio in Yizhuang in the 

southeastern suburb of Beijing. Zhang is the inheritor of the intangible 
cultural heritage known as Dragon Scale Binding. 

Also called Fish Scale Binding, Dragon Scale Binding is an ancient 

bookbinding technique that emerged during the transitional period when 
collected writing shifted from scrolls to books formed with leaves during the 

Tang Dynasty (618-907). 

The binding technique not only shortened the length of a book to facilitate a 
more efficient reading and searching process, but also vastly improved the 
reading experience. However, the original exquisite and intricate technique 

was once lost, and the only existing ancient book using this binding 
technique was preserved in the Palace Museum in Beijing. 
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A thangka painting using the qianye technique created by Zhang Xiaodong (QIN BIN) 

Fortunately, Zhang brought it back to life. 

Born in Zhangjiakou City, Hebei Province, in 1981, Zhang graduated from 
Shenyang Aerospace University. In 2008, he began to concentrate on book 

design. He studied under famous book designer Lu Jingren, Peking University 
Professor Xiao Dongfa, and renowned bookbinding expert Wang Huaizhu. 
When Zhang finally became a book design professional, the golden age of 

book publication had already passed with the rise of e-books and the decline 
of printed material. 

He thought the future of books would probably develop in two directions: e-

books to meet the trend of fragmented reading in fragmented time and 
space, and a greater appreciation for the once-ignored functions of printed 

books—their physical properties, ornamental attributes, and functionality to 
convey emotions as a kind of tangible media, as well as their collectability," 
he recalled. "I believe that handmade books with the aforesaid functions 

represent a direction of future books."  

That sentiment sent Zhang down the road to restore the lost art of Dragon 
Scale Binding. He consulted scholars, ancient painting restoration specialists, 

and printing experts from the Palace Museum and delved into researching 
historical material. After numerous experiments over two and a half years, 
Zhang eventually completed his first handmade book using Dragon Scale 

Binding: The Diamond Sutra in 32 Seal Scripts. 
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When opened, a book bound with this technique hearkens to a colorful 

dragon. As the breeze blows, the leaves dance gently, the illustrations in the 
book seem to come to life and leap into the reader's eye. "This is an 

expressive technique rich with Zen flavor that causes readers to become 
more immersed in the Buddhist sutra," Zhang explained. 

A leaf crafted by Zhang Xiaodong for the handmade book Dream of the Red 

Chamber (QIN BIN) 

With more than 10 years of arduous efforts, Zhang restored and improved 
Dragon Scale Binding from the Tang Dynasty and won over 20 patents on 
book design. In 2019, he was invited to participate in the Venice Biennale. 

After restoring the technique of Dragon Scale Binding, Zhang spent four 
years completing a handmade edition of Dream of the Red Chamber using an 

innovative binding technique integrating the advantages of Accordion Binding 
and Dragon Scale Binding. 

"Books play a major role in maintaining the continuity of human civilization," 
declared Zhang. "Ancient books of the Tang, Song (960-1279), Yuan (1271-

1368), Ming (1368-1644), and Qing (1644-1911) dynasties had much richer 
functions than today's books. They were not only the best media for men of 

letters to express their emotions, but also embodied the perfect combination 
of material and technique. For this reason, many were collected by renowned 
scholars and even the royal court. In fact, books as objects represent a 

channel for cultural inheritance."  
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Australia China Friendship Society ACT Branch — membership application form  

 Annual subscriptions are due on 1 January and are current until 31 December of the same year.  The 
monthly Bulletin is included in the subscription and is distributed by email.  
 

Subscription rates, payable to the Treasurer, PO Box 530, Civic Square ACT 2608
 
 are:   

Single $20   Family $35   Centrelink Concession Holder: Individual $15 and Family $25 

    

Name(s)……………………………………………….....................................  

  

Address……………………………………………………………………..……
  

  

  

……………………………………………….………… Postcode  ……………  

  

Email………………………………………………………………………………  

    

Phone (home) ………………… (work) ………………… Mobile ……………………  

    

Renewal    New Member   

    

Direct Credit Details:  

Beyond Bank  
BSB: 325-185  

A/C No. 03411481  
A/C Name: ACFS ACT  
          Branch Inc  

Ref: Your name  
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